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ABSTRACT
To improve the response time of a web server, an obvious approach is to have multiple servers. Effectiveness of a replicated web server system will depend on how the incoming requests are distributed among these replicas. A large number of load balancing schemes for web server systems have been proposed in the literature. In this paper we describe a test-bed that can be used to evaluate the performance of different load balancing schemes. The test-bed uses a general architecture that allows different load balancing schemes to be supported easily. It emulates a typical World Wide Web scenario and allows variable load generation and performance measurement. We have performed experiments to compare the performance of a few schemes for load balancing using this test-bed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of users accessing the Internet is increasing rapidly and it is not uncommon for popular sites to get hundred million hits a day. Replication of web servers is one way to deal with a large number of requests. However, to improve performance, effective load balancing schemes are needed. Many of the existing load balancing schemes assume that the replicated site has all the servers in one cluster. But beyond a certain amount of traffic, the connectivity to this cluster can become a bottleneck. Consequently, for serving heavier loads, multiple clusters are needed, which may be geographically distributed. This changes the load balancing problem to that of first selecting a cluster and then selecting a server within that cluster.

With a large number of proposed schemes for load balancing, there is a need to evaluate their performance under different conditions. Analytical models that will account for the real-life Internet scenario are very hard to build. Simulation is also hard as behavior of caches at various levels, of servers, DNS, network, etc., is not well understood and can not be easily simulated.

One approach is to build a test-bed in which any load balancing scheme can be implemented and its performance measured under different conditions. Besides evaluating performance, a test-bed will also thoroughly test the implementation of the scheme.

In this paper we describe a test-bed that we have developed for evaluating performance of load balancing schemes. The test-bed uses a general architecture which allows easy implementation and performance analysis of any load balancing scheme. Using the test-bed, we have performed experiments to evaluate the performance of some load balancing schemes and compared them. This is done to validate the test-bed. The experimental results are as expected, and show that for a geographically distributed web server system,
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schemes like random, round-robin, and weighted have similar performance, though a proximity-based scheme performs better.

2. LOAD BALANCING SCHEMES

Serving client requests using a cluster of replicated servers requires mapping a request to one of the servers. Cardelini et. al. [6] classify web server architectures based on the entity which distributes the incoming requests among the servers. Some schemes in each category may use feedback based algorithms, while others use non-feedback algorithms, as discussed in [2]. Some categories of load distribution schemes are briefly discussed here.

In **Client-based schemes**, the client side entity is responsible for selecting the server. The selection can be done by the client software (browser) [11] or Java Applet run by client [15] or client-side DNS [5] or proxy servers [4]. These entities are aware of existence of multiple servers and they select the server themselves either randomly or based on probe results or based on previous access performance reports.

In **DNS-based schemes**, the server-side DNS maps the domain name to IP address of one of the servers. Several DNS based schemes are discussed in References [6] and [7]. The constant TTL algorithms are those that assign a fixed time to live (TTL) value in all cases. An example of this type is the round-robin scheme (DNS-RR) [10], which was one of the first load balancing schemes. The selection of the server can also be based on the server load or based on proximity with clients or a combination of both.

The **dynamic TTL algorithms** are those that assign different TTL values to different requests. These are of two types. In **variable TTL algorithms**, as server load increases, TTL value is decreased in an attempt to increase the DNS control over request distribution. In **adaptive TTL algorithms**, a large TTL value can be assigned for a more capable server and less TTL value for replies to clients that have high request rate.

**Dispatcher-based schemes** give full control over client requests to a server side entity, called dispatcher. In these schemes, DNS returns the address of a dispatcher that routes all the client requests to servers in a cluster. Thus the dispatcher acts as a centralized scheduler at the server side that controls all the client request distribution, and presents a single IP address to the outside world for the entire cluster. Dispatching of requests can be done using various techniques, like **Packet single-rewriting**, or **Packet double-rewriting** [3], or **Packet forwarding using MAC address** [9], or using **ONE-IP address** [8], or using **HTTP redirection**.

3. TEST-BED DESIGN

To compare various schemes for request distribution at the server side, we have designed and implemented a test-bed which emulates real network scenarios and follows all steps in HTTP request service. All standard components used in the Internet are also used in this test-bed, for example, **BIND** for DNS and **Apache** web server. We have used **WebStone** for generating HTTP requests. We have modeled WAN delays and bursty packet losses which are common on Internet links.

3.1 Design Goals

The test-bed was designed to facilitate easy measurement of various parameters of web server performance like average response time for requests and the throughput of Web Server system. While setting up the test-bed following goals were kept in mind:

1. It should *emulate real Internet scenario* in the lab environment.
2. It should be *general* enough so that different schemes for load balancing can be implemented.
3. It should permit an *easy configuration* of load balancing schemes.
4. It should allow *dynamic schemes* that make their decision based on system state information.
5. It should be *scalable* and allow a large number of servers and clients.
3.2 Architecture of the Web Server System

To permit implementation of various schemes, we have chosen a general architecture shown in Figure 1 for the web server system. In this architecture, the replicas are organized as a set of clusters, each cluster having a dispatcher and some servers. A request is directed to a server in two steps. In the first step, the request is directed to one of the clusters by the DNS by returning the IP address of the dispatcher of that cluster. In the second step, the client sends the request to the dispatcher of that cluster, which decides the server that should serve this request, and forwards the request to that server.

\[\text{Figure 1. System Model}\]

This architecture allows the implementation of both DNS-based and dispatcher-based schemes as well as combinations of the two. It permits modeling the situation where servers are located in different geographical locations to provide better service to customers in different regions. It is possible to model a scenario where there is only one cluster or a scenario where there is no dispatcher. It can also model single server systems easily.

3.3 Support for Load Balancing Schemes

We permit different schemes for request distribution at two places - DNS and the dispatchers. At DNS, the cluster IP address can be selected according to the desired scheme. We have already implemented four schemes: random, round-robin, weighted and proximity-based cluster selection [1]. In the software, new schemes can be implemented very easily. At the dispatcher, each new TCP connection from a client can be scheduled on the desired server. We have implemented three schemes for server selection at the dispatcher: random, round-robin, and weighted round-robin.
4. IMPLEMENTATION

We are using PCs running Linux for all components in the test-bed. The request generation and collecting of statistics is done by WebStone. DNS Server has been enhanced to return one of the many possible IP addresses based on the load balancing scheme. Finally, we have implemented dispatcher software to distribute requests transparently within a cluster, based on the given scheme. All the components have been implemented in a way that new schemes can be implemented as modules which can be added to the existing test-bed easily.

In this section, we describe the implementation of all these components.

4.1 Client-side Software

WebStone is installed on one host, where the master process will be executed. The software also contains a program called webclient, which is copied on all those hosts, which are going to generate web requests during the experiments.

WebStone configuration file, filelist, includes the names of the remote machines, and the number of webclient processes that should be executed on those remote machines. Note that WebStone does not allow direct control over the number of requests generated per second. One can only specify the number of processes. But more number of processes imply more number of requests. Further WebStone does not generate differential load on different machines. But this can be implemented by mentioning the name of the client machine in the configuration multiple times. One can also configure the distribution of file size that is being downloaded through an HTTP request.

Clients also simulate delays and losses to mimic the Internet behavior. The configuration file has parameters to control the amount of delay and losses, and their respective distribution.

4.2 DNS Software

As discussed earlier, DNS-based schemes for load-balancing require that DNS returns the IP address of server/cluster, based on the state information like load, and even information about the client like its round-trip time from the various clusters. Current implementation of the domain name server (BIND-9.1) does not provide such support. It only supports random and round-robin selections of IP address. We have extended BIND to permit this flexibility.

4.3 Server Software

We run Apache web server on all the server machines. But one could use any other server software without necessitating any change in the test-bed. In addition to the web server, we execute another process that collects state information like load averages, CPU and memory utilization, number of active connections, number of server processes running to handle client requests, etc.

The system load is obtained periodically (every 500 msec) and if the load has changed since the last update considerably, the change is propagated to the dispatcher. An update is sent after every T time units (T = 4 seconds) anyway.

Using the web server access log, the number of requests from each client (IP address of client) is determined and this information is propagated to the dispatcher periodically.

4.4 Dispatcher Software

Dispatcher receives regular load updates and asynchronous alarm messages from the servers. It also receives client request rate in the last T seconds from each server. The aggregate load information is sent to the DNS. Dispatcher also sends the request rate information of clients that have a high request rate to DNS. Dispatcher may also receive requests from DNS to measure RTT of select clients. It can send ICMP echo request messages to those clients and report RTTs between clients and itself.
Dispatcher is responsible for distributing requests within a cluster. Depending on the scheme, it can take into account loads on various servers and previous request rate of the clients, to choose a particular server. It also maintains a table of client’s IP address and port number so that successive requests from one client can be sent to the same server. Dispatcher also introduces delays and losses based on parameters in the configuration file.

5. EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted preliminary experiments to validate our test-bed. We have implemented several schemes at the DNS, as well as at the dispatcher. We have conducted experiments with varying amount of load. The results are on expected lines. This validates the test-bed as a good research tool to compare different schemes under varying Internet conditions.

5.1 Setup

For conducting our experiments, we have setup a test-bed as shown in Figure 2. It has three clusters on different logical networks representing three different geographical regions. Each cluster has one dispatcher (or front node, represented by ‘F’ node) and two servers (‘S’ nodes).

![Figure 2. Test-bed used in experiments](image-url)
In this setup, we have eleven clients (`C' nodes) to generate requests. Note that each client-node in the test-bed actually generates a very large number of requests in the simulation, and is equivalent to more than 10 clients in real environment. Three clients each were present in region 1 and region 2 and two clients in region 3. We also had three clients in other regions which represent mix of clients not close to any of the three clusters. A DNS was also setup to resolve IP addresses of clusters.

To model WAN effects, artificial delays and packet losses were introduced using Nistnet software [12]. Half of delay and losses occurred in one direction and the other half in the reverse direction. We have introduced smaller delays for IP packets sent and received between clients and servers in the same region and higher delays for packets between clients and servers in different regions. In our experiments, round-trip delay in the range of 10-50 ms was introduced for the same region and delay in the range of 50-250 ms was introduced across the regions. We have assumed less packet loss (2%) while they travel between the same region. For packets traveling across the regions, the packet loss is assumed to be higher (5%).

5.2 Experimental Results

The master process of WebStone software was executed on one of client PCs. During the experiments, we varied the number of client processes from 20 to 120 in steps of 10. WebStone tries to execute roughly equal number of processes at each client. Different DNS-based schemes were tested with all network and load parameters kept identical. We have evaluated the performance of four schemes - round-robin, random, weighted capacity and proximity based cluster selection.

In proximity-based scheme [1], dispatchers inform DNS of clients who are sending a large number of requests. DNS requests all dispatchers to send ping messages to the client, and estimate the round-trip time. All dispatchers inform DNS of the RTT values. This is then used for selecting the nearest cluster.

Average response time of different schemes is shown in Figure 3. For random, round-robin, and weighted schemes, we see that there is not much variation in average response times, since servers were not a bottleneck in these experiments. Since the proximity-based scheme saves on round-trip time, it gives a lower response time on the average. The average throughput achieved with different DNS-based schemes is shown in Figure 4. We once again notice that throughput is much higher for the proximity-based scheme.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Many popular websites receive millions of hits everyday. To provide better response time to all clients, replication of web content on multiple servers is used. A large number of schemes for load balancing have been proposed. We have designed and implemented a test-bed, to evaluate the performance of load balancing schemes. This test-bed is quite flexible and schemes for load balancing (using server side components) can be compared with each other very easily. This test-bed will help in understanding trade-offs and impact of different parameters on a distributed and replicated web server system.

We have implemented support for four DNS-based schemes in our test-bed. These are: random, round-robin, weighted, and proximity-based. We compared these schemes using our test-bed, and the results are on the expected line. The proximity-based scheme results in least response time.

We plan to add support for more schemes in this test-bed. We also plan to upgrade the hardware, and conduct more experiments with this test-bed. We are currently working on a web-interface, where one could submit one's request for running simulation with given parameters.
Figure 3. Average response time with different DNS-based schemes

Figure 4. Throughput achieved with different DNS-based schemes
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